
Tudor Top Hinged
Instructions



Things you may need:

Getting Started
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Wood Glue, white glue, or super glue

Razor Blade to trim sprues

Stain pens, or brown marker (edge touch up)

Rubber Mallet

We recommend gluing parts together to add
strength to your dice tower. Pieces that have
been painted prior to assembly can be glued
using a gel superglue.

Before removing pieces from panels
make sure that the laser has cut
all the way through the panels.
Use a razor knife to cut through
the wood gently scoring it until the
cut breaks through. Use caution to
avoid cutting yourself. Never placeavoid cutting yourself. Never place
hands or body parts in the line of
your cut.



1.) Locate the tudor top panel

2.) Gently twist / push pieces
out of their wooden panel and arrange
them so that they are easily visible

3.) Locate the inner frame pieces
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4.)Attached the small notched teardrop
shaped piece to the top of the arch 
piece.



5.) Insert the arched piece into the base frame
as shown.

6.) Locate the hinged roof pieces

7.) Attach one hinge into the base and 
loosely attach another hinge to the roof.
(Tip) - we recomend gluing the hinges to
the base for strength.
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8.) Align the second hinge with the
base and firmly press into place.



9.) Repeat steps 7 and 8 to attach the other
hinged roof panel.

10.) Locate the bottom frame pieces

11.) Turn the asembly on its side and attach
two of the same frame pieces to the
corresponding joints as shown.
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12.) Attach the other two bottom frame pieces
as shown.



13.) Locate the two remaining roof pieces.

14.) Press the roof pieces onto the
corresponding tabs of the center arch.

15.) The complete top should look like 
the picture shown left and below. The two
hinged roof pieces should open and
close freely.
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